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1. INTRODUCTION
In [1] the concept of compatible mappings was introduced as a generalization of commuting

mappings and further investigation was given in [2-9]
The purpose of this paper is to prove some common fixed point theorems for compatible mappings,

which generalized some recent results of [4, 10-13] As an application, we use the results presented to

study the existence and uniqueness problem of a common solution for a class of functional equations

arising in dynamic programmings, which generalized the corresponding results of 14,15].

2. FIXED POINT THEOREMS
DEFIIIITION 2.1. Self mappings A and S of a metric space (X, d) are called compatible, if

lirnd(ASzn, SAzn) 0 whenever {z,} is a sequence in X such that lim, Az lim, Szn for

some in X
It is clear that commuting mappings and weakly commuting mappings are all compatible mappings,

but the converse is false (see 1, 4]).
LEMMA 2.2 [1,4] If A and S are compatible sdf mappings of a metric space (X, d) and

lirn,Szn lim, Az t for some t in X, then lim, ASz, St ifS is continuous.

The following theorem can be obtained from Theorem 8 in 16].
TIIEOREM 2.3. Let (X, d) be a complete metric space and A, B, S and T are self mappings of

X. Suppose that S and T are continuous, A(X) c T(X), B(X) C S(X), and that A, S and B, T are

compatible and satisfy the following condition:

d(Az, By) <_ (max{d(Sx, Ty), d(Sz, Ax), d(Ty, By),
1

[d(Sx, By) + d(Ty, Ax)]}), V x, y 6 X,
(2 l)

2

where [0, co) [0, to) is nondecreasing, upper semicontinuous and (t) < for all > 0
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Then A, B, S and T have a unique common fixed point in X
We merely state the proof for convenience

PROOF. Since A(X) C T(X) and B(X) c S(X), we can choose a sequence (z,,} in X such that
Sx2, Bx2,_I and Tx,_I Ax2,_2 for all n in the set N of all positive integers Let

6 N). (2.2)

As in 10], we can prove that yn } is a Cauchy sequence in X Letting y,, . X (n oo), we
know that {y2,, } and {y_,_l } converge to y. too.

Since A and S, B and T are both compatible, it follows from the continuity of S and T, (2.2) and
Lemma 2.2 that

Ty2,.,_ Ty., By2,- Ty., Sy2,., Sy., Ay2,., Sy.. (2.3)

By (2.1) and (2.2) we have

d(Ay2,, By2,.,_ <_ ’(max{d(Sv2,, Ty2r,-1), d(Sy2,.,, Ay2,.,),
1
[d(Sy2, By2,.,-) + d(Ty2,-1 Ay2n)]}).d(Ty2,.,-, By2,,-I ),

By the upper semicontinuity of(t) and (2.3) we have

d(Sy., Ty. <_ ,(max{d(Sy., Ty. ), O, O, d(Sy., Ty. )}
(d(S., T.)).

This implies that Sy. Ty.
Similarly, from (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) we can obtain

Sy. By., Ty. Ay..

Hence we have

Ay. By. Sy. Ty..

From (2.1) and (2.2) we have

d(Ax2,,By.) <_ (max{d(Sx_,,,Ty.), d(Sx2n, Ax2,),
1

d(Ty., By.), - [d(Sx2,.,, By.) + d(Ty., Ax2n)]}),

and then

d(y.,By.) <_ (d(y,,By.)).

(2 4)

LEMMA 2.5 17]. Let K be a closed subset of a complete convex metric space X. If x K and

y K, then there exists a point z OK such that

d(x, z) + d(z, V) d(x, y).

DEFINITION 2.6. Let (X,d) be a metric space, K C X and A,S" K--, X. The pair of

mappings A and S is called compatible, if lira. d(ASx.,SAz.) 0 whenever {x,,} is a sequence in K
such that Axe, Sx. K and lim. Axn lim. Sx. K

Hence we have V. By. Ay. Sy. Ty.
The uniqueness is obvious. This completes the proof
DEFINITION 2.4. A metric space (X, d) is (metrical) convex, if for each x, y X with x # y,

them exists a z X, x z = y, such that

d(x, z) + d(z, y) d(x, y).
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LEMMA 2.7. Let (X,d) be a metric space, KCX and A,S’K-X IrA and S are

compatible mappings, Azn, Szn 6 K and lim,Azn limnSz for some 6 K, then

limASzn St ifS is continuous.

PROOF. It is obvious from Definition 2 6

TItEOREM 2.8. Let (X, d) be a complete convex metric space and K a nonempty closed subset of

X Suppose that S and T are continuous mappings from X into X with OK C S(K) N T(K) and that

A, B" K X are continuous mappings with A(K) N K C S(K), B(K) t K C T(K) Suppose
further that the pairs of mappings A, T and B, S are compatible and satisfying

d(Az, By) <_ (d(Tz, Sy)), gz, K, (2 5)

where (I) [0, oo) -, [0, oo) is nondecreasing upper semi-continuous and (I,(t) < oo for all >_ 0

If for x 6 K, Tx OK implies Ax, Bx K and Sz 6 OK implies Az, Bx 6 K, then there exists

a z E K such that

z Tz Sz Az Bz.

IfTv Sv Av By, then Tz Tv
PROOF. Let p 6 OK. Using Lemma 2 5 and the proof of I] we can choose two sequences

{P-}.N and {id.}.zN such that for any n 6 N, p 6 K, ._, Ap2n, p. Bp2n-1 and the

following implications hold

If, 6 K, thenn Tp2, ifp. K, then Tp2. 6 OK and
(i)

d(Sp2.-1, Tp2,) + d(Tp2,, Bp2,-I d(Sp2,.,-, Bp2,-,

If,+ 6 K, then id2,,+ Sp2,+l, ifid2,+ 6 K, then Sp2,+l 6 OK and
(ii)

d(T,S+) + d(S.+,A) d(T.,A.)

Fuher, as in [3] wec prove that

( 6 N) (2.6)
d(S.+I,T..2) On(r) J

where r m{d(T,S), d(T, Sp1 }.
TMs implies that for y n 6 N,

d(T,, T,+2) en-1 (r) +

Hence the sequence {T=}=eN is a Cauchy suence. Since X is complete d K is close, it follows

that thee sts a z K such that z liT, From (2 6) we have

z liraT lira S.1.

Now we prove that z Tz Sz Az Bz It is obous that there es a suenc {n C N

such that T, B,-1, or S,-1 A=,-2, Vk N. Without loss of generity, wec suppose

at T, B=_,Vk q N From (2.5) we have

d(ST=,,Az) d(SB,_,BS,_I) + d(BS,_,Az)
d(SB=,_,BS_) + O(d(SS_I,Tz)).

Since B, S e compatible d S is continuous, we have

d(S, A,) (d(S, T)). (2 7)

From (2.5) we have
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d(Ap2,, Tp2,.,,) d(Ap,,,, Bp2,,_
< b(d(Sp,2,-,Tp2,)).

By the upper semi-continuity of(t), it follows that

lim Ap2, z.
k

Using (2.5) we have

d(Ap2,,, BSp’2r,,- < (d(Tp2,.,,, SSp2,..,_] ).

Since B, S are compatible and S is continuous, it follows from (2.8) and Lemma 27 that

d(z, Sz) < (d(z, Sz)).

This implies that d(z, Sz) 0, e. z Sz.
Since A, T are compatible and A and T are continuous, from (2.8) and Lemma 2.7 we have

Az lim ATp,2,.,,, Tz.
k

In view of (2.7) we have

d(Sz, Tz) < (d(Sz, Tz))

and so

z Sz Tz Az.

Besides, from (2.5) we have

d(Az, Bz) <_ b(d(Sz, Tz)) (0) O.

Hence

z Tz Sz Az Bz.

Finally, ifTv Sv Av Bv, then

d(Tv, Sz) d(Av, Bz) < ,(d(Sz, Tv)

(28)

where (t) is the same as in Theorem 2.8.

Iffor every n e 11 and x K,

Tx OK implies A,x . K and Sx OK implies A,.,x K,

then there exists a z K such that

z Tz Sz A,.,z, Vn N,

and ifTv Sv Av for every n ll, then Tz Tv.
REMARK 2.10. Theorem 2.9 is a generalization ofTheorem in 11

and so Tv Sz Tz.

This completes the proofofTheorem 28.

As an immediate consequence we can obtain the following result.

THEOREM 2.9. Let (X, d) be a complete convex metric space, K. a nonempty closed subset

of X, and S and T continuous mappings from X into X such that OK C S(K)f’l T(K). Suppose
that for every heN, A,., :K X is a continuous mapping with A,.,(K) fqK C T(K) and

A2r-I (K) N K C S(K), and that the pairs of mappings A2,-1, T and A2, S are compatible such that

for any n

d(Ar,x,A,.,+y) < (d(Tx, Sy)),Vx, y K,
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3. APPLICATIONS
Throughout this section we assume that X and Y are Banach spaces, S c X is a state space, D C Y

a decision space and R (- oo, + x) We denote by B(S) the set of all bounded real-valued
functions defined on S.

As suggested in Bellman and Lee [18], the basic form of the functional equations of dynamic
programming is

f(z) optuH(z,y, f(T(z,y))),

where z and y represent the state and decision vectors respectively, T represents the transformation of
the process, and f(z) represents the optimal return function with initial state z (here opt denotes max or

rain)
In this section, we shall study the existence and uniqueness of a common solution of the following

functional equations arising in dynamic programmings

f(x) supHl(X,y,f(T(x,y))), x 6 S, (3 1)
y6D

g(x) supH2(x,y,g(T(x,y))), = e S, (3 2)
y6D

p(x) supFl(x,y,p(T(c,y))), x S, (3 3)
yeD

q(x) supF2(x,y,q(T(x,y))), x S, (3 4)
yq.D

where T S x D--, S, H, and F, S x D x R-, R, 1,2.

THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that the following conditions are satisfied

(i) H, and F, are bounded, 1, 2.

(ii) [H(x,y,h(t))- H(x,y,k(t))[ <_ (max{]T]h(t)- T2k(t)],
ITch(t)- Alh(t)[, [T2k(t)- Ak(t)[, 1/2 [[Tlh(t)- Ak(t)[ + [Tk(t)- Ah(t)[]}),

for all (x, y) e S x D, h, k B(S) and e S, where is the same as in Theorem 2 3, and the mappings

A, and T, are defined as follows

A,h(x) supH,(x,y,h(T(x,y))), x e S, h B(S) and
yD

then

T,k(x) suplZ,(x,y,k(T(x,y))), x S, k B(S), i- 1,2.
yD

(iii) For any {k, } C B(S) and k B(S),

limsup[k,(x)- k(x)[ 0 implies limsup[T,k,,(x)- T,k(x)] 0,
:r6S xS

i= 1,2.

(iv) For any h B(S), there exist k:l, ]’,2 B(S) such that

Alh(x) T2k(x), A2h(x) Tlk,2(x), x6S.

(v) For any {k,} C B(S), ifthere exists h B(S) such that

lim sup ]A,k(x)- h(x)l lim sup ]T,k,,(x) h(x)l O,
xeS

limsuplA,T,k.(x) T,A,k.(x)] 0, 1,2.
zES

Then the system offunctional equations (3.1)-(3.4) has a unique common solution in B(S).
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PROOF. For any k, k B(S), let

d(h, k) sup {Ih(x) k(x)l x S},

then (B(S), d) is a complete metric space From (i)-(v) we know that A, and T are self mappings of

B(S),T, are continuous, AI(B(S)) C T2(B(S)),A2(B(S)) c TI(B(S)), and the pair of mappings
A,, T are compatible, 1, 2.

Let hi, h2 be any two points of B(S), let x S and 7 be any positive number, there exist Yl, and y2

in D such that

Also we have

A,h(x) + (i ,2).where x, T(x, y,) (3 5)

Ah(x) > Hl(x,y:z,hl(x2)), (3 6)

A2h2(x) > H2(x,ya,h2(xl)). (3 7)

From (3.5), (3 7) and (ii) we have

Alhl(x) A2h2(x) < Hl(x, yl,hl(X))- H2(X, yl,h2(Xl))
< [H(x,y,h(x))- H2(x,y,h(x))[ +7
<_ (max{lTth(x) T2h2(x) I, [Tlh(x) Alh(x)[,

1
IT2h2(xx)- Ah2(z)[,- [ITh(xa) A2h(x)l

+ [Th2(zl)- Ah(x)[]}) + rl
< (max{d(Thl,Th),d(Tlh,Ah),

1
d(Th, Ah2 ), - [d(T h, Ah2
+ d(T2hg.,Ahl)]}) + 7.

Similarly from (3.5), (3.6) and (ii) we have

Ah(x) Ah(x) >_ ,(max{d(Tha,Th),d(Th,Alh),
1

d(T2h2,A2h2), [d(Th,A2h2)

+ d(T2hg_,Ah)]}) rl.

Hence we have

IAlh(x)- A2h2(x)[ <_ (max{d(Th,T2h2),d(Thx,Ah),
1

d(T2h2, A2h2 ), - [d(T h, A2h2
+ d(T2h2,Ah)]}) + rl.

(3 8)

Since (3.8) is true for any x S and r/is any positive number, we have

d(Alh A2h2 <_ (max(d(Th, T2h: ), d(Th, Al hl ),
1
[d(Thl Ah),d(T2h2, A2h2 ), "+ d(T2h2,Aht)]}).

Therefore by Theorem 2.3, A1, A2, T1 and T2 have a unique common fixed point h* B(S), i.e h* (x)
is a unique common solution offunctional equations (3.1) (3.4). This completes the proof

The following result is an immediate consequence ofTheorem 2.3 and Theorem 3

THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that the following conditions are satisfied:

(i) Hi is bounded, 1, 2;

(ii) [H(x,y,h(t))- Hg(x,y,k(t))l < (max{lh(t)- k(t)l, [h(t)- Ah(t)[,
[k(t) Ak(t)[, [[h(t) Ak(t)l + [k(t) Ah(t)[]})
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for all (z, y) E S x D, h, k B(S) and S, where is the same as in Theorem 2 3 and At is defined

by

Ah(x) supH,(x,y,h(T(x,y))), x S, h B(S), 1,2.
yED

Then the functional equations (3.1) and (3.2) have a unique common solution in B(S)
REMARK 3.3. Theorem 3.2 is a generalization ofTheorem 2.1 in 15].
TtlEOREM 3.4. Suppose that the following conditions are satisfied.

(i) H, and F are bounded, 1, 2,

(ii) [Hl(x,y,h(t))- H2(x,y,k(t))[ < (ITh(t)- T2k(t)l) for all (x,y) S D, h,k B(S)
and S, where is the same as in Theorem 2.8 and T, is defined as in Theorem 3 1, 1, 2;

(iii) For any {k,,} C B(S) and k B(S),
limsup [k,,(x)- k(z)[ 0 implies limsup [T, kn(z)- T,k(z)[ 0

xES xS

and

limsuplAzk,,(x) A,k(x)l 0, 1,2,
xES

where Az is defined as in Theorem 3.1, 1, 2;

(iv) For any h B(S) such that supxeslh(z)l 1, there exist k, k2 B(S) such that

sup Ik,(z)l <_ 1 and k(x) h(x), x S, i= 1,2"

then

(v) For any h B(S) such that supes Ih(x)[ < 1, there exist k, k B(S) such that

supl,(x)l _< 1, - 1,2, Ah(x) T2kx(x) and A2h(x) Tk2(x), x S"

(vi) For any h B(S) such that supxes Ih(x)] < 1,

suplZh(x)[ 1 implies sup[Ash(x)[ < 1, i,j 1,2;

(vii)For any {k} C B(S), ifthere exists h B(S) such that supzes IT(x)] < 1 and

lim sup [Ak(x)- h(x)! limsup [T,k,(x) h(x)[ 0,
zS

limsuPlA,T,k.(x) T,Ak,(x)l O, 1,2

Then the system of functional equations (3 1) (3.4) have a unique common solution h" B(S) and

supslh’(z)l _< 1.

PROOF. Let us consider B(S) as a Banach space of all bounded real-valued functions defined on S
with a supremum norm, and K the closed unit ball in B(S). By conditions (i)-(vii) we know that

At K B(S) and T, B(S) B(S), 1, 2, satisfy all of the conditions of Theorem 2.8 and have

a unique common fixed point h" K, i.e, h* (x) is a unique common solution of functional equations

(3.1) (3 4).
REMARK 3.5. Theorem 3 4 is a generalization ofTheorem 3.2 in 14].
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